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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Computing infrastructure provisioning in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud is done in the form of virtual machines. 
Haizea, a resource lease manager, provides four types of leases:  Immediate, Best Effort (BE), Advance Reservation (AR) and 
Dead Line Sensitive (DLS). AR leases are most privileged leases with “AR preempts other leases” policy, since they can 
preempt & suspend other BE leases when demanded by consumers. This leads to two problems: 1) a set of BEs can go 
suspended infinite number of time & 2) ARs, at the actual time of their resource allocation, can be rejected due to presence of 
other ARs in schedule. This work proposes two algorithms 1) Starvation-Removal and 2) AR-to-BE Conversion to solve these 
problems. Experimental results of the proposed algorithms successfully demonstrate that we can stop starvation of BE leases 
for resources and effectively improve request acceptance rate.  
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1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing provisions the supply of computing 

resources on the basis of demand, as and when needed. 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a model of cloud 
computing which provides infrastructure to different 
organizations according to their needs [1]. OpenNebula an 
open source tool supports IaaS model by managing virtual 
machines (VMs), as an abstraction of infrastructure, for 
private, public and hybrid clouds [2], [3]. OpenNebula 
uses only Immediate lease provisioning to schedule IaaS 
cloud resources using Match-making Algorithm. The 
Match-making algorithm as described in [4] allocates 
resources with a higher RANK expression first to allocate 
VMs. This RANK expression is important in applying 
placement policies like Packing, Striping and Load-aware 
policy. Packing policy minimizes the number of cluster 
nodes in use by using those nodes with more VMs running 
first. Striping policy maximizes the resources available to 
VMs in a node by using those nodes with less VMs 
running first while Load-aware policy do the same job by 
using those nodes with more free CPU first. 

    Resources available to OpenNebula can also be 
scheduled by replacing OpenNebula’s native scheduler 

with Haizea, a lease manager, which is also an open 
source tool [5]. Haizea provides four types of leases which 
can be used to provide virtual machine services to clients. 
These four types of leases are (1) Immediate (2) Best 
Effort (BE) (3) Advance Reservation (AR) and (4) Dead 
Line Sensitive (DLS) [5], [6], [7]. 

    Immediate lease is useful for the situations, when a 
request arises for resources & it needs immediate 
attention. If the resources are not available then this lease 
request is canceled by resource scheduler. In case of a 
resource request that do not require immediate attention 
and can wait for availability of resources BE lease is 
suitable. In BE lease policy- leases are queued up and 
processed in a first in first out manner on availability of 
resources. Whenever a new deadline sensitive lease is 
submitted to Haizea, scheduler tries to find a single time 
slot to satisfy the whole lease. If it is not able to find such 
a slot then it reschedules already accommodated deadline 
sensitive leases to make space for new lease. To do this, 
scheduler sorts the deadline sensitive leases based on slack 
value and reschedules them considering preemption. In [7] 
this behavior is changed by considering several free time 
slots available, which together can satisfy the complete 
lease within its deadline. This way several new leases may 
get scheduled without requiring rescheduling of other 
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leases to make space for them. AR lease request is done by 
the consumers or users when they need to use 
infrastructure in a time critical manner i.e. for fixed start 
and end time of lease. This AR lease can cause an already 
running BE lease scheduled on some nodes to suspend, so 
that resources provisioned to that lease can be preempt 
from the BE lease and can be provided to AR lease [5], 
[7]. Successive demands of AR lease, which suspends BE 
lease again and again can cause delay in completion of BE 
lease, thus can decrease interest of users or consumers in 
demanding BE lease. A large number of requests for AR 
lease can create bottleneck at IaaS provider side for 
resources. Presented work deals with this problem and 
proposes required algorithms and actions to be taken for 
increasing resource utilization by decreasing request 
rejection rate and protect BE lease from starvation of 
resources, & thus reduce overheads in completing BE 
leases. 

    Section 2 contains related work. Section 3 describes 
need of introducing Starvation-Removal and AR-to-BE 
Conversion algorithms. In section 4, proposed two 
algorithms, Starvation-Removal algorithm to prevent a BE 
for indefinite postponement and AR-to-BE Conversion 
algorithm to implement better resource allocation policies, 
are given. Experimental results of both algorithms are 
presented in section 5. Section 6 contains conclusions and 
future work. 

2. Related Work  
The Various research groups are exploring the ways to use 
cloud computing and IaaS cloud as next generations 
paradigm shift. Resource scheduling is most promising 
topic in IaaS cloud computing.  Salehi et al. proposed 
economy driven resource management architecture for 
global computational grids [8]. This consists of a generic 
framework, called GRid Architecture for Computational 
Economy (GRACE). GRACE is intended for negotiation 
and trading resources dynamically in association with 
local schedulers and grid or meta-schedulers. Gridbus, in 
place of GRACE is used now by the authors [9]. 

    Mehta et al. developed the web service based approach 
for resource registration and discovery (RRD) in 
distributed computing environment [10]. The service 
practiced by authors can be used in cloud computing 
environment to provide facility to discover the suitable 
resources, matching it with the processes and booking of 
the most appropriate resource. But that work does not 
address either the problem of starvation of resources of 
some lease requests, due to overuse of one type of 
resources at a point of time. 

    There has been some work on Grid-based environments 
with well defined priority based scheduling algorithms but 
applicability, adaptability and enhancement of these 
algorithms in IaaS cloud computing environment are to be 
tested [11].  

    Sotomayor et al. developed and explored Haizea's 
capacity for providing IaaS in [12], [13], [14], [15], and 
[16]. Authors had done a great work in the field of 
provisioning IaaS resources and had done a number of 
successful experiments for scheduling resources to the 
consumer at the required time of their requests. 

    Afoulki et al. suggested security aware scheduler for 
IaaS cloud computing because most IaaS cloud 
environment provides multi-tenant facility that is more 
than one user can use VM resources at same time from one 
source cloud. This may lead to cross VM attacks. Isolation 
of data and services are required for less trusted 
customers, which can steal data or services from other 
VMs [17].  

    Nathani et al. recommended deadline sensitive resource 
scheduling in IaaS cloud computing by experimenting in 
Haizea while minimizing the total number of leases 
rejected by it. Dynamic planning based scheduling 
algorithm has been implemented in Haizea by the authors, 
which can admit new leases and prepare the schedule 
whenever a new lease can be accommodated [7]. 

    Akhani et al. proposed decision making algorithms and 
extended the current AR algorithms in IaaS cloud 
computing by experimenting in Haizea to provide 
negotiation based allocation of resources and they have 
done very well in dynamic negotiation of resources but 
proposed work in this paper does not focus this problem 
[6]. 

    Cloud providers (e.g. Amazon EC2, Google Apps and 
Mosso) provide different kinds of schemes for resource 
allocation [6]. These schemes are described in Service 
level Agreement (SLA) format. Based on those SLAs, 
consumers can accept or reject the scheme [18]. 
Consumers can select the scheme provided by these 
commercial cloud providers but they cannot have 
information about any suspension times when they are 
using some BE kind of leasing scheme or rejection of 
lease at the time of lease-execution. By applying 
Starvation-Removal and AR-to-BE Conversion 
algorithms, proposed in this paper, process of provisioning 
resources becomes more probable to finish under an 
estimated time frame.  
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    In [19] aging is described as the process of gradually 
increasing the priority of a task, based on its waiting time. 
The aging technique estimates the time a process will run 
based on a weighted average of previous estimates and 
measured values. Aging can be used to reduce starvation 
of low priority tasks. Similarly in context of BE lease 
suspensions, Starvation-Removal algorithm can be used as 
a factor which describes maximum limit for suspensions 
of a BE lease. Some leases can be prevented from 
starvation during their execution time and authors of this 
paper have used same approach to increase resource 
utilization and decrease request rejection rate. 

3. Need of Starvation-Removal and AR-to-BE 
Conversion Algorithms 

IaaS model of cloud computing can be seen as a revenue 
increasing conduct at IaaS provider side by providing 
various types of infrastructure differing in terms of 
processing power, memory & storage space. Different 
types of lease are used to provide IaaS. Any IaaS provider, 
to increase attraction of its consumers, can give so many 
choices and tries to increase his revenues by presenting all 
types of services on his menu. If all the consumers try for 
only one type of lease then that can create bottleneck at 
IaaS provider side and load for a particular lease will 
increase, this scene can be worse at peak service load time 
when there is a sudden increase in request rate of 
resources, due to which rejection rate can be increased.   

    This work identifies existing resource allocation 
policies provided by Haizea and finds a problem of 
increasing one type of lease policy requisition. This work 
proposes to increase use of all types of lease. IaaS cloud 
consumers may demand only AR policy instead of using 
other policies due to availability of heavy budget. If time 
critical applications are requiring provisioning of 
infrastructure resources then in that cases AR policy is 
most suitable, but when applications are not time critical, 
then they can be queued and provisioned resources by 
using BE lease in system until all resources required are 
not available. A BE lease, due to presence of so many 
successive AR leases can be postponed for infinite times. 
Every suspension of a BE lease requires suspension time 
and resumption time as overhead. So time required to 
complete any BE lease is addition of actual lease 
provisioned time, time required to suspension, time 
required to resumption, time spent in queue, and time 
increased due to bad bandwidth[12]. This can be explained 
as formula:-  

BE Lease Completion time = lease execution time + LST 
+ LRT + time spent in queue + time increased due to bad 

bandwidth  (1) 

where      

 (2) 
         and 

 (3) 
 

here n is total number of suspension & resumption of that 
BE lease. As n grows large, time require to finish a BE 
lease also increases. Starvation-Removal algorithm 
presented in paper successfully overcomes this problem 
and increases chances of BE lease to finish in a small time 
interval by limiting number of suspensions. 

    Second problem is with AR leases. These type of leases 
require to request for resources before some substantial 
amount of time, but this does not guarantee that resources 
will be available to that AR lease in proper time-frame, 
and so, that AR lease can be rejected at exact time of 
starting lease-execution due to lack of resources at that 
time. This type of situations increase request rejection rate 
and thus degrade overall performance of IaaS cloud. AR-
to-BE Conversion algorithm presented in this paper deals 
with this situation in an efficient and user-friendly manner 
and thus provides proper usage of resources and increase 
the efficiency of resource provisioning manager by 
reducing request rejection rate. 

    Proposed solutions presented in section 4 achieve 
flexible management of virtual machines, increase 
resource utilization, provide more options to choose 
suspension and rejection decisions to deploy VMs and BE 
lease using proposed algorithms so that IaaS model can be 
used more effectively. Proposed solutions schedules 
efficiently heterogeneous workloads (combining BE and 
AR leases), by overcoming the resource utilization 
problems. 

4. Proposed Algorithms 

Starvation-Removal algorithm prevents BE leases from 
starvation of resources by denying new AR leases to 
schedule after a fixed number of suspension of BE leases. 
AR-to-BE Conversion algorithm prevents AR lease 
rejection by converting AR lease to a BE lease, and thus 
queues lease to be rejected to run in future time frames. 
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4.1 Starvation-Removal Algorithm to prevent BE Leases 
from starvation of resources 

Proposed algorithm changes the way of handling BE 
leases of existing algorithm as shown in figure 1. Capacity 
of system & lease request input is done by XML files 
shown in section 4.1.1.  

4.1.1 System Description 

In Haizea, input of leases can be done with the help of 
XML based files, further applications can enter lease 
request in XML file and then this XML files can be given 
as input to Haizea lease manager. The following specifies 
a collection of 12 nodes, all with one CPU, four with 
1024MB of memory and eight with 2048MB of memory. 

<nodes> 
 <node-set numnodes="4"> 
   <res type="CPU" amount="100"/> 
   <res type="Memory" amount="1024"/> 
 </node-set> 
 <node-set numnodes="8"> 
   <res type="CPU" amount="100"/> 
 <res type="Memory" amount="2048"/> 
 </node-set> 
</nodes> 
 
AR leases can be identified as lease preemptible= false 
and exact time is given which schedules start time of 
providing resources. BE lease can be identified as lease 
preemptible= true and <start> </start> tag contains 
nothing while immediate lease can be identified as <start> 
<now> </start> and DLS lease can be identified as 
<deadline time="Time Value"/>. Format for specifying 
lease requests in Haizea can be shown as below: 

 

<lease-workload name="sample"> 
 <description> 
 A simple trace where an AR lease preempts a  
 best-effort lease that is already running.  
 </description> 
 <lease-requests> 
 <!-- First lease request   BE lease request--> 
 <lease-request arrival="00:00:00"> 
 <lease preemptible="true"> 
 <nodes> 
  <node-set numnodes="1"> 
   <res type="CPU" amount="100"/> 
   <res type="Memory" amount="1024"/> 
  </node-set> 
 </nodes>  
 <start></start> 
 <duration time="01:00:00"/> 
    <software> 
     <disk-image id="foobar.img" size="1024"/> 
    </software> 

 </lease> 
 </lease-request> 
 <!-- Second lease request  AR lease request--> 
 <lease-request arrival="00:15:00"> 
 <lease preemptible="false"> 
 <nodes> 
  <node-set numnodes="4"> 
   <res type="CPU" amount="100"/> 
   <res type="Memory" amount="1024"/> 
  </node-set> 
 </nodes>  
 <start>  <exact time="00:30:00"/> </start> 
 <duration time="00:30:00"/> 
    <software> 
    <disk-image id="foobar.img" size="1024"/> 
    </software> 
 </lease> 
 </lease-request> 
 <!-- Third lease request  Immediate lease request--> 
 <lease-request arrival="00:15:00"> 
 <lease preemptible="true"> 
 <nodes> 
  <node-set numnodes="1"> 
   <res type="CPU" amount="50"/> 
   <res type="Memory" amount="1024"/> 
  </node-set> 
 </nodes>  
 <start>  <now > </start> 
 <duration time="00:15:00"/> 
    <software> 
    <disk-image id="foobar.img" size="1024"/> 
    </software> 
 </lease> 
 </lease-request> 
<!-- Fourth lease request DLS request --> 
<lease-request arrival="00:20:00"> 
    <lease  preemptible="true"> 
        <nodes> 
          <node-set numnodes="1"> 
            <res amount="100" type="CPU"/> 
            <res amount="1024" type="Memory"/> 
          </node-set> 
</nodes> 
 <start> <exact time="00:40:00.00"/> </start> 
 <duration time="00:10:00.00"/> 
  <deadline time="02:00:00.00"/> 
  <software> 
 <disk-image id="foobar1.img" size="1024"/> 
 </software> 
 </lease> 
 </lease-request> 
 
 
Existing algorithm is implemented in Python language, so 
we also have implemented our algorithms in Python & 
integrated that modules with Haizea to test and run.  

    Algorithm presented in figure 1 counts total number of 
suspensions of each & every BE lease independently. If 
any BE lease is suspended more than limit entered by user 
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then new AR leases are not be scheduled until that BE is 
finished. To implement this algorithm we have used a 
database in sqlite3 that is responsible for accountability of 
maximum suspensions of a particular BE. For each BE, 
maximum suspension limit can be entered by requester of 
that BE in advance, for our experimental purposes we 
specified BE maximum suspension limit equal to 2. 

4.2 AR-to-BE Conversion Algorithm to prevent AR lease 
to be rejected 

AR-to-BE Conversion algorithm is presented in figure 2. 
Our algorithm increases request acceptance rate by 
converting rejected AR leases to BE leases at dynamic 
time of their rejections. 

5. Experiments and Results 

Table-1 compares existing algorithm & Starvation-
Removal algorithm used with Lease Workload-Format 
(LWF) files in which we have used first lease as BE with 
highest time requesting and other all leases are used as 
AR.  

    Table-1 uses P, X, Y & Z parameters where P= Sample 
size (Number of leases in LWF file), X= Start Date & 
Time of First BE lease in our experiment, Y= End Date & 
time of First BE lease in our experiment, Z= Number of 
times suspension of First BE lease in our experiment. 

P 
Algorithm 
used 

X  Y Z 

10 
Existing  

25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
13.01:00 2 

Proposed  
25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
00.31:32 

2 

20 
Existing  

25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
10.23:40 5 

Proposed  
25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
00.09:22 

2 

30 
Existing  

25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
20:19:54 

7 

Proposed  
25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
19.34:34 

2 

40 
Existing  

25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
13:30:44 11 

Proposed  25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
10.51:16 

2 

50 
Existing  

25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
09:27:00 16 

Proposed  25-06-2011 
13:01:00 

26-06-2011 
5.38:00 

2 

Table 1. Comparison between Existing & Starvation-
Removal Algorithm 

    Figure-3 shows graph that represents efficiency of 
Starvation-Removal algorithm proposed by us over 
existing algorithm. Table -2 shows sample size of our 
experiments with AR-to-BE Conversion algorithm, first 
column named P shows number of leases in LWF file. 
Second and third columns show number of lease rejected 
due to unavailability of computing resources in existing 
algorithm and our proposed algorithms respectively. Here 
for experimental purpose, we took 4 nodes available, first 
BE lease & then rest all AR leases. Figure-4 shows a 
graph which depicts efficiency of our algorithm AR-to-BE 
Conversion over existing algorithm.  

    In the experimented runs suspension time & resumption 
time is neglected, but that time can’t be neglected in actual 
runs when overheads and bad bandwidth worse the 
running of BE leases.  

6. Conclusions 

To reduce request rejection rate between consumer and 
provider, and increase resource utilization on cloud 
provider side, Starvation-Removal and AR-to-BE 
Conversion algorithms are necessary. Proposed 
Starvation-Removal algorithm applies technique that 
provides a maximum limit a lease can be suspended 
considering constraints’ flexibilities to maximize the 
chances of their acceptance. Using proposed algorithms, 
consumers will get suitable lease and their allowable 
suspension according to their needs. AR-to-BE 
Conversion algorithm will reduce consumers’ efforts to 
wait for exact time of lease execution and checking 
weather lease is provisioned or rejected at all. These 
algorithms will not handle the situations when system has 
multiple requests of same type of lease for a single slot 
and therefore, it will just follow first in first out queue to 
handle them as proposed in Haizea.  

    Future work may help in situations where system needs 
to take care of more priority BE leases and insert BE 
leases in queue according to their priority. This work 
suggest that, a new type of BE lease can be introduced that 
can handle requests according to their priority factors, 
suspensions and dead line of time to finish.  
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fig.  1. Algorithm for Starvation-Removal. 

 

 

fig.  2. Algorithm for AR-to-BE Conversion. 
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fig.  3 Graph Showing Efficiency of Starvation-Removal 
Algorithm over Existing Algorithm. 

P Existing algorithm 
No. of AR(s) rejected 

Proposed algorithm 
No. of AR(s) rejected 

10 6 0 

20 8 0 

30 12 0 

40 16 0 

50 20 0 
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Table 2. Comparison between Existing & AR-to-BE 
Conversion Algorithm. 
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fig.  4. Graph Showing Efficiency of AR-to-BE 
Algorithm over Existing Algorithm. 
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